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she was passing through the clouds overhead. She landed at
Richmond, rented a car, and got onto Route 60 hersel£
When he was just a few mUes outside Lynchburg, Eben ·
called Holley.
'"'"How's Bond?" he asked.(~~)
"Asleep," Holley said.
"I'm going to go straight to the hospital then," Eben said.
"You sure you don't want to come home first?"
"No," Eben said. "I just want to see Dad."
Eben pulled up at the Medical Intensive Care Unit at
11:15 P.M. The walkway into the hospital was starting to ice
over, and when he came into the bright lights of the reception
area he saw only a night reception nurse. She led him to my
!CUbed.
By that point, everyone who had been there earlier had finally
gone home. The only sounds in the large, dimly lit room were
the quiet beeps and hisses of the machines keeping my body
going.
Eben froze in the doorway when he saw me. In his twenty
years, he'd never seen me with more than a cold. Now, in spite
of all the machines doing their best to make it seem otherwise,
he was looking at what he knew was, essentially, a corpse. My
physical body was there in front of him, but the dad he knew
was gone.
;.--J Or perhaps a better word to use is: elsewhere.
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Underworld

D

arkness, but a visible darkness-like being submerged in,
mud yet also being able to see through it. Or maybe dirty\~
Jell-0 describes it better. Transparent, but in a bleary, blurry,f
claustrophobic, suffocating kind of way.
Consciousness, but consciousness without memory Or'f
identity-like a dream where you know what's going on around}'-rt
you, but have no real idea of who, or what, you are.
Sound, too: a deep, rhythmic pounding, distant yet strong, so
that each pulse of it goes right through you. Like a heartbeat?
A little, but darker, more mechanical-like the sound of metal
against metal, as if a giant, subterranean blacksmith is pounding
an anvil somewhere off in the distance: pounding it so hard that
the sound vibrates through the earth, or the mud, or wherever it
is that you are.
I didn't have a body-not one that I was aware of anyway.t
I was simply ... there, in this place of pulsing, pounding dark-l-tt"
ness. At the time, I might have called it "primordial." But at the!
time it was going on, I didn't know this word. In fact, I didn'd.
know any words at all. The words used here registered muchl
later, when, back in the world, I was writing down my recollec- ll
tions. Language, emotion, logic: these were all gone, as if I had ~
regressed back to some ·state of being from the very beginnings
of life, a5 far back, perhaps; as th~ 'primitive bacteria that, unbeknownstto me~;had takeaovet~mv,brain ud
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i'.
~~ou go to a place where there's no sense of time as we experience

it in the ordinary world, accurately describing the way it feels is
v.
ext to impossible. When it was happening, when I was there,
I felt like I (whatever "I" was) had always been there and w:ould
always continue to be.
Nor, initially at least, did I mind this. Why would I, after all,
since this state of being was the only one I'd ever known? Having no memory of anything better, I was not particularly bothJered by where I was. I do recall conceptualizing that I might or
.. -imight not survive, but my indifference as to whether I did or
tnot only gave me a greater feeling of invulnerability. I was clueless as to the rules that governed this world I was in, but I was in
no hurry to learn them. Mter all, why bother?
J I can't say exactly when it happened, but at a certain point
\rl became aware of some objects around me. They were a little
!like roots, and a little like blood vessels in a vast, muddy womb.
Glowing a dark, dirty red, they reached down from some place
far above to some other place equally far below. In retrospect,
looking at them was like being a mole or earthworm, buried
deep in the ground yet somehow able to see the tangled matrixes of roots and trees surrounding it.
f That's why, thinking back to this place later, I came to call
.:,---fit the Realm of the Earthworm's-Eye View. For a long time, I
~suspected it might have been some kind of memory of what my
\brain felt like during the period when the bacteria were origi\nally overrunning it.
But the more I thought about this explanation (and again,
was all much, much later), the less se.nse it made. Because-d as this is to picture if you haven't been to this place
•,)....- urself:-my consciousness wasn't foggy or distorted when I
~
there. It was just •• • limited. I wasn't human w)ille I was in
'I·.;
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this place. I wasn't even animal. I was something before, amf
.
below, all that. I was simply a lone point of awareness in a time;-'"
less red-brown sea.
The longer I stayed in this place, the less comfortable I became. At first I was so deeply immersed in it that there was
no difference between "me" and the half-creepy, half-familiar
element that surrounded me. But gradually this sense of deep,t
timeless, and boundaryless immersion gave way to somethingt-- !f
else: a feeling like I wasn't really part of this subterranean world~
at all, but trapped in it.
I
Grotesque animal faces bubbled out of the muck, groaned or
screeched, and then were gone again. I heard an occasional dullJ
roar. Sometimes these roars changed to dim, rhythmic chants,~ \!.
chants that were both terrifying and weirdly familiar-as if at1,- '
11
some point I'd known and uttered them all myself.
As I had no memory of prior existence, my time in this realm
stretched way, way out. Months? Years? Eternity? Regardless of
the answer, I eventually got to a point where the creepy-crawl:
feeling totally outweighed the homey, familiar feeling. The moreJ-. ~
I began to feel like a me--like something separate from the cold
and wet and dark around me--the more the faces that bubbled)
up out of that darkness became ugly and threatening. The rhyth- _, ~
mic pounding off in the distance sharpened and intensified as
well-became the work-beat for some army of troll-like under-rr
ground laborers, performing some endless, brutally monotonous
task. The movement around me became less visual and more
tactile, as if reptilian, wormlike creatures were crowding past,
occasionally rubbing up against me with their smooth or spiky
skins.
Then I becaill.e aware of a smell: a little like feces, a litde
and~ little
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lbut of biological death, not of biological life. As my aware\>, -fess sharpened more and more, I edged ever closer to panic.
-.., /lWhoever or whatever I was, I did not belong here. I needed to
·
;get out.
But where would I go?
1 Even as I asked that question, something new emerged from
/the darkness above: ~omething that w~sn't cold, o~ dead, or dark,
i but the exact opposite of all those things. If I tr1ed for the rest
of my life, I would never be able to do justice to this entity that
now approached me ... to come anywhere close to describing
~_~ --lhow beautiful it was.
But I'm going to try.

'/
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An Anchor to Life
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hyllis pulled into the hospital parking lot just under two
hours after Eben IV had, at around 1 A.M. When she got
to my ICU room she found Eben IV sitting next to my bed,
clutching a hospital pillow in front of him to help him keep
awake.
"Mom's home with Bond," Eben said, in a tone that was tired,
tense, and happy to see her, all at once.
Phyllis told Eben he needed to go home, that if he stayed up
all night after driving from Delaware he'd be worthless to anyone tomorrow, his dad included. She called Holley and Jean at
our house and told them Eben IV would be back soon but that
she was staying in my room for the night.
"Go home to your mom and your aunt and your brother," she
said to Eben IV when she'd hung up. "They need you. Your dad
and I will be right here when you get back tomorrow."
Eben IV looked over at my body: at the clear plastic breathing tube running through my right nostril down to my trachea;
at my thin, already chapping lips; at my closed eyes and sagging
facial muscles.
Phyllis read his thoughts.
"Go home, Eben. Try not to worry. Your dad's still with us.

not going to let him go.":·~.:- . _
_ •J , :: ,:< .,;"'"':
She walked to my bedside, picked up;iny-hand,:and:atarted ;.

~d I'm

,;to:Qiassage, itWlth:QDly the,roacbinet
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The Spinning Melody and the Gateway

omething had appeared in the darkness.
Turning slowly, it radiated fine filaments of white-gold
light, and as it did so the darkness around me began to splinter
and break apart.
~ Then I heard a new sound: a living sound, like the richest,
--fmost complex, most beautiful piece of music you've ever heard.
·~Growing in volume as a pure white light descended, it obliterated the monotonous mechanical pounding that, seemingly for
eons, had been my only company up until then.
The light got closer and closer, spinning around and around
and generating those filaments of pure white light that I now
saw were tinged, here and there, with hints of gold.
I Then, at the very center of the light, something else appeared.
I focused my awareness, hard, trying to figure out what it was.
\ An opening. I was no longer looking at the slowly spinning
·...; __...,., ilight at all, but through it.
J The moment I understood this, I began to move up. Fast.
.
J'Ihere was a whooshing sound, and in a flash I went through
. j ~ Jthe opening and found myself in a completely new world. The
lstrangest, most beautiful world I'd ever seen.
Brilliant, vibrant, ecstatic, stunning ... I could heap on one
adjective after another to describe what this world looked and
~, . elt like, but they'd ~ (all short
.. I felt~ I was being hom. Not
reborn, or hom agam.Just .. ,;..born... t~te : .
.E-1
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earthlike. It was earth ... but at the same time it wasn't. It was
like when your parents take you back to a place where you spent
some years as a very young child. You don't know the place. 0
at least you think you don't. But as you look around, something
pulls at you, and you realize that a part of yourself-a part way,l,lt1
deep down-does remember the place after all, and is rejoicingt~
at being back there again.
I was flying, passing over trees and fields, streams and waterfalls, and here and there, people. There were children, too, laughing and playing. The people sang and danced around in circles,
and sometimes I'd see a dog, running and jumping among them,
as full of joy as the people were. They wore simple yet beautifulJ::-\~
clothes, and it seemed to me that the colors of these clothes had\
the same kind of living warmth as the trees and the flowers thatj
bloomed and blossomed in the countryside around them.
A beautiful, incredible dream world ...
Except it wasn't a dream. Though I didn't know where I was' "~ ~
or even what I was, I was absolutely sure of one thing: this place!ts '(I'd suddenly found myself in was completely real.
t
The word real expresses something abstract, and it's frus1-tratingly ineffective at conveying what I'm trying to describeJ
Imagine being a kid and going to a movie on a summer day.
Maybe the movie was good, and you were entertained as you sat
through it. But then the show ended, and you filed out of the
theater and back into the deep, vibrant, welcoming warmth of
the summer afternoon. And as the air and the sunlight hit you,
you' wondered why on earth you'd wasted this gorgeous day sit. m
. .a darktheat er. ' '.
'•. ...... ,
.....
,..,
.... .'
. '·
ting
· . Multiply ih:at feeling a thou8~d tithes'~ and ,Ou still won't
::lllywheredosb·to

v
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Vlplace was different from the simple linear time we experience
on earth and is as hopelessly difficult to describe as every other
aspect of it.) But at some point, I realized that I wasn't alone up
there.
·
_j Someone was next to me: a beautiful girl with high cheeky ibones and deep blue eyes. She was wearing the same kind of
peasant-like clothes that the people in the village down below
wore. Golden-brown tresses framed her lovely face. We were
riding along together on an intricately patterned surface, alive
with indescribable and vivid colors-the wing of a butterfly. In
Ifact, millions of butterflies were all around us-vast fluttering
waves of them, dipping down into the greenery and coming
back up around us again. It wasn't any single, discrete butterfly
that appeared, but all of them together, as if they were a river of
life and color, moving through the air. We flew in lazy looped
formations past blossoming flowers and buds on trees that
opened as we flew near.
• The girl's outfit was simple, but its colors-powder blue, in. . . -1:···go, and pastel orange-peach-had the same overwhelming,
uper-vivid aliveness that everything else in the surroundings
ad. She looked at me with a look that, if you saw it for a few oments, would make your whole life up to that point worth
living, no matter what had happened in it so far. It was not a
.romantic look. It was not a look of friendship. It was a look that
was somehow beyond all these ... beyond all the different types
of love we have down here on earth. It was something higher,
~--\holding all those other kinds of love within itself while at the
~
same time being more genuine and pure than all of them.

f

~

_ . ~.:

Without using any wor·.ds, she. spoke to me. The m.essage
nt through me like a wind, and I instantly understood that it
·true.;I kn~ so.in the ~e ~yJbati knew tha~ d1e.world
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around us was real-was not some fantasy, passing and insub-1
stantial.
The message had three parts, and if I had to translate them
into earthly language, I'd say they ran somethin~ke this: ,
"You are loved and cherished, dearly, forever." J ,Sf?-~
"You have nothing to fear~"
"There is nothing you can do wrong."
·
,
The message flooded me with a vast and crazy sensation of
relie£ It was like being handed the rules to a game I'd been playi Y
ing all my life without ever fully understanding it.
"We will show you many things here," the girl said-again,
without actually using these words but by driving their concep- 'r:l. ·.
tual essence directly into me. "But eventually, you will go back. "I~\
To this, I had only one question.
Back where?
Remember who's talking to you right now. I'm not a softheaded sentimentalist. I know what death looks like. I know
what it feels like to have a living person, whom you spoke to and
joked with in better days, become a lifeless object on an operating table after you've struggled for hours to keep the machine
of their body working. I know what suffering looks like, and
the answerless grief on the faces of loved ones who have lost
someone they never dreamed they could los~. I know my biology, and while I'm not a physicist, I'm no slouch at that, either.

1

-£1,_

)

kn*

I know the difference between fantasy and reality, and I
that the experience I'm struggling to give you the vaguest, mos ,.t~
comp~etely unsati~factory picture of, was the single most real!
expenence of my life.
~ ..
.· .. .
In fact, the only competition for it in_ the ~ty deparqnent

i.

- ...., .;•t~;;
' ...
was what.·.came n~
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months previously. As a matter of fact it happened at about
the time that I'd been there, as part of my work coordinating a
global research initiative in focused ultrasound brain surgery. I'd
arrived in Jerusalem at 3:15A.M. and after finding my hotel had
decided on a whim to walk to the old city. I ended up taking a
lone predawn tour of the Via Dolorosa and visiting the alleged
site of the Last Supper. The trip had been strangely moving, and
once back in the States I'd often brought it up with Holley. But
at the time I'd known nothing of the patient at the Sourasky
Medical Center, or the bacteria he contracted that picked up
~e KPC gene. Bacteria that, it developed, was itself a strain of
coli.
Could I have somehow picked up an antibiotic-proof KPCharboring bacteria while I was over in Israel? It was unlikely.
ffiut it was a possible explanation for the apparent resistance of
:lmy infection, and my doctors went to work to determine if that
/was indeed the bacteria that was attacking my brain. My case
\: . ~was
about to become, for the first of many reasons, a part of
..
,,~v imedical history.

JE.

~
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The Core

_.;.,;
eanwhile, I was in a place of clouds. I
'
Big, puffy, pink-white ones that showed up sharply
against the deep blue-black sky.
Higher than the clouds-immeasurably higher-flocks of
transparent orbs, shimmering beings arced across the sky, leaving long, streamer-like lines behind them.
Birds? Angels? These words registered when I was 'Writingf
down my recollections. But neither of these words do justiceH
to the beings themselves, which were quite simply clliferentJ
from anything I have known on this planet. They were more}- r\
advanced. Higher.
·
A sound, huge and booming like a glorious chant, came down1
from above, and I wondered if the winged beings were produc-'
t
ing it. Again thinking about it later, it occurred to me that the.1
joy of these creatures, as they soared along, was such that they j ~
had to make this noise-that if the joy didn't come out of themr · ·
this way then they would simply not otherwise be able to contain it. The sound was palpable and almost material, like a rain
that you can feel on your skin but that doesn't get you wet.
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~Again, from my present perspective, I would suggest that you

i:1 ':-:couldn't look at anything in that world at all, for the word at
..,., .itself implies a separation that did not exist there. Everything
was distinct, yet everything was also a part of everything else,
like the rich and intermingled designs on a Persian carpet ... or
a butterfly's wing.
A warm wind blew through, like the kind that spring up
on the most perfect summer days, tossing the leaves of the
rtrees and flowing past like heavenly water. A divine breeze. It
·changed everything, shifting the world around me into an even
-:higher octave, a higher vibration.
Although I still had little language function, at least as we
rthink of it on earth, I began wordlessly putting questions to this
_..wind-and to the divine being that I sensed at work behind or
iwithin it.
Where is this place?
Who am!?
Why am I here?
Each time I silendy posed one of these questions, the answer
came instandy in an explosion of light, color, love, and beauty
that blew through me like a crashing wave. What was important about these bursts was that they didn't simply silence my
· questions by overwhelming them. They answered them, but in
/ ~a way that bypassed language. Thoughts entered me direcdy.
But it wasn't thought like we experience on earth. It wasn't
e, immaterial, or abstract. These thoughts were solid and
immediate-hotter than fire and wetter than water-and as I
'received them I was able to instandy and effortlessly understand
\X\. oncepts that would have taken me years to fully grasp in my
arthly life.
I continued moving forward and found myself·entering.
•

.,
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immense void, completely dark, infinite in size, yet also infi1
lt
nitely comforting. Pitch black as it was, it was also brimming¥
1
over with light: a light that seemed to come from a brilliant
l;i .
that I now sensed near me. An orb that was living and almostf
solid, as the songs of the angel beings had been.
My situation was, strangely enough, something akin to that
of a fetus in a womb. The fetus floats in the womb with the silent partner of the placenta, which nourishes it and mediates its
relationship to the everywhere present yet at the same time invisible mother. In this case, the "mother" was God, the Creator~ ~· ·
the Source who is responsible for making the universe and all init. This Being was so close that there seemed to be no distance atl
all between God and mysel£ Yet at the same time, I could sense\
the infinite vastness of the Creator, could see how completelyt'"
minuscule I was by comparison. I will occasionally use Om asi' ~~
the pronoun for God because I originally used that name in
my writings after my coma. "Om" was the sound I rememberedf ~'/i;;
hearing associated with that omniscient, omnipotent, and un-~
conditionally loving God, but any descriptive word falls short. \
The pure vastness separating Om and me was, I realized, why~
I had the Orb as my companion. In some manner I couldn't)
l
completely comprehend but was sure of nonetheless, the Orb$ f:
was a kind of "interpreter" between me and this extraordinaryj- /"
presence surrounding me.
It was as if I were being born into a larger world, and theJ
universe itself was like a giant .cosmic womb, and the Orb (whotl
remained in some way connected to the Girl on the Butter.
fly Wing, who in fact was she) was guidmg me through this
process.
··· ·t· ··::. <.,~,:~,,. ·
.. ,..
l~ Later, when I was. back here in the world, I found a .Quotationl

orb~
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came close to describing this place-this vast, inky-black core
that was the home of the Divine itsel£
.f-•. ..- "There is, some say, in God a deep but daz.zling dar/mess .•. •
·' f That was it, exactly: an inky darkness that was also !Ull to
brimming with light.
The questions, and the answers, continued. Though they still
•didn't come in the form of language as we know it, the "voice"
'c:-:.__jof this Being was warm and--odd as I know this may sound{\f:')personal. It understood humans, and it possessed the qualities
1we possess, only in infinitely greater measure. It knew me deeply
~and overflowed with qualities that all my life I've always as1sociated with human beings, and human beings alone: warmth,
'
-\compassion, pathos ... even irony and humor.
Through the Orb, Om told me that there is not one universe
but many-in fact, more than I could conceive-but that love
Jlay at the center of them all. Evil was present in all the other
iuniverses as well, but only in the tiniest trace amounts. Evil
· . i.was necessary because without it free will was impossible, and
.::.·· ~thout free will there could be no growth-no forward move·. ::;; Sment, no chance for us to become what God longed for us to be.
p-Iorrible and all-powerful as evil sometimes seemed to be in a
.•· -!world like ours, in the larger picture love was overwhelmingly
..,Ji V !dominant, and it would ultimately be triumphant.
f I saw the abundance of life throughout the countless uni':.
~verses,
including
V\ ~
. some whose intelligence was advanced far
• l~. . beyond that of humanity. I saw that there are countless higher
.dimensions, but that the only way to know these dimensions is
o enter and experience them directly. They cannot be known,
. or understood, from lower dimensional space. Cause and effect ,.
exist in these higher realms, but outside of our 'earthly «)ncept:tion .oftheui.,lhe W<>rJ4. of,timctand:ma.c-.e
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in this terrestrial realm is tightly and intricately meshed within
these higher worlds. In other words, these worlds aren't totallr ,
apart from us, because all worlds are part of the same overarch- . ~
ing divine Reality. From those higher worlds one could access
any time or place in our world.
·
It will take me the rest of my life, and then some, to unpac~
what I learned up there. The knowledge given me was not~~tJ
"taught" in the way that a history lesson or math theorem would :1 , .
be. Insights happened directly, rather than needing to be coaxedt- ""'
and absorbed. Knowledge was stored without memorization,
instantly and for good. It didn't fade, like ordinary information
does, and to this day I still possess all of it, much more clearl~ ..
\....-·
than I possess the information that I gained over all of my years;:-~
in school.
That's not to say that I can get to this knowledge just like that.
Because now that I'm back here in the earthly realm, I have to\ ,
process it through my limited physical body and brain. But it's
there. I feel it, laid into my very being. For a person like me who 1
had spent his whole life working hard to accumulate knowledge
and understanding the old-fashioned way, the discovery of this, ~~
more advanced level of learning was, alone, enough to give me~
food for thought for ages to come ...
Unfortunately, for my family and my doctors back on earth,
the situation was very different.
~

r (,
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pounding of the lower realm returned, I heard and saw these l
things as an adult sees a place where he or she had once been
frightened but is no longer afraid. The murk and darkness, the 1
faces that bubbled up and faded away, the artery-like roots that
came down from above, held no terror for me now, because
I understood-in the wordless way I understood everything} r~~
then-that I was no longer ifthis place, but only visiting it.
But why was I visiting it again?
The answer came to me in the same instantaneous, nonverbali • ,
.....
way that the answers in the brilliant world above had been de- ._ · ·
livered. This whole adventure, it began to occur to me, was some ,, ...,_.,
kind of tour-some kind of grand overview of the invisible,~ ' '
spiritual side of existence. And like all good tours, it included all L~ ·
floors and all levels.
Once I was back in the lower realm, the vagaries of time in
these worlds beyond what I knew of this earth continued to
hold. To get a litde-if only a very little-idea of what this feels! 'f. L
like, ponder how time lays itself out in dreams. In a dream, "be-,t-"r__
fore" and "after" become tricky designations. You can be in one
part of the dream and know what's coming, even if you haven't
experienced it yet. My "time" out beyond was something like

li

The Core

omething pulled at me. Not like someone grabbing my arm,
but something subder, less physical. It was a litde like when
the sun dips behind a cloud and you feel your mood change in-

S

standy in response.
I was going back, away from the Core. Its inky-bright darkness faded into the green landscape of the Gateway, with all of
its dazzling landscape. Looking down, I saw the villagers again,
the trees and sparkling streams and the waterfalls, as well as the
arcing angel-beings above.
My companion was there, too. She had been there the whole
time, of course, all through my journey into the Core, in the
form of that orblike ball of light. But now she was, once again,
in human form. She wore the same beautiful dress, and seeing
her again made me feel like a child lost in a huge and alien city
who suddenly comes upon a familiar face. What a gift she was!
. ..-~"We will show you many things, but you will be going back."
That message, delivered wordlessly to me at the entrance to the
, trackless darkness of the Core, came back to me now. I also now
·>' --:understood where "back" was.
The Realm of the Earthworm's-Eye View where I had started
this odyssey.

But it was.. .different this time. Moving do.. wn. into the darkn·e·ss
...~
Wlth the full knowledge of what lay above it, I no longer experi' '·
need the trepidation that I had when I was origirially there. As.•
(.,; . e glo_riow; ~~c of the Gateway
out and the pulse

~
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faded

that-though I should also und~rline that what happened tofl· ~.
me had none of the murky confus1on of our earthbound dreams,, :. '
except at the very earliest stages, when I was still in the under-J
world.
How long was I there this time? Again I have no real
idea-no way to gauge it. But I do know that after returning
the lower realm, it took a long time to discover that I actually
had some con. trol ove·.r my .urs~t I was no lon·gu·. tra·.pped.~l.
m this lmver wor~<l With:cC:)ncc;ted :effort, :I 'coulclaove backf·
thebJgherfp1a~
·-··.. ·
co.·
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l

l found myself wishing for the Spinning Melody to return.
~er an initial struggle to recall the notes, the gorgeous music,
,) Jand the spinning ball of light emitting it blossomed into my
/awareness. They cut, once again, through the jellied muck, and I
!began to rise.
·
ln.the worlds ab~ve,.l slowly discove~d, to know and be able
('~ 'f-O think of something 1s all one needs m order to move toward
lt. To think of the Spinning Melody was to make it appear, and
to long for the higher worlds was to bring myself there. The
~more familiar I became with the world above, the easier it was
, to return to it. During my time out of my body, I accomplished
rthis back-and-forth movement from the muddy darkness of the
. . Realm of the Earthworm's-Eye View to the green brilliance of
... ~- · the Gateway and into the black but holy darkness of the Core
any number of times. How many I can't say exactly--again because time as it was there just doesn't translate to our conception
--:of time here on earth. But each time I reached the Core, I went
. tdeeper than before, and was taught more, in the wordless, more~than-verbal way that all things are communicated in the worlds
-·' -· &above this one.
That doesn't mean that I saw anything like the whole universe, either in my original journey from the Earthworm's-Eye
View up to the Core, or in the ones that came afterward. In fact,
; -r,... lone
of the truths driven home to me in the Core each
time I
.....
l
.
·._
! returned to it was how impossible it would be to understand all
Vbat exists-either its physical/visible side or its {much, much
ger) spiritual/invisible side, not to mention the coundess
other universes that exist or have ever existed.
But none of that mattered, because I had already been taught
~~
e one thing-the only thing-that, in. the last analysis, truly.
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lovely companion on the butterfly wing upon my first entrance
into the Gateway. It came in three parts, and to take one more
shot at putting it into words (because of course it was initially
delivered wordlessly), it would run something like this:

l

r.J&

You are lowd and cherished.
You have nothing to fear.
~L
'!here is nothing you can do wrong.
If I had to boil this entire message down to one sentence, it
would run this way:
·'Q,,.., 1
You are loved.
And if I had to boil it down further, to just one word, it would
'
{of course) be, simply:
f. . .-ij_
Love.
;g
'

·-:> ... ...._.

Love is, without a doubt, the basis of everything. Not some
abstract, hard-to-fathom kind of love but the day-to-day kind
that everyone knows-the kind of love we feel when we look at
our spouse and our children, or even our animals. In its purest~ . •
11
and most powerful form, this love is not jealous or selfish, butj~L~
unconditional. This is the reality of realities, the incomprehen-f- ;E.
sibly glorious truth of truths that lives and breathes at the coret
of everything that exists or that ever will exist, and no remotdy~~
accurate understanding ofwho and what we are can be achieved.L-=.. r1
by anyone who does not know it, and embody it in all of theu1 ~
actions.
Not much of a scientific insight? Well, I beg to differ. I'm~
back from that place, and nothing could convince me that this is &
not only the single most impo~t emotional truth in the uni- .:::/
verse, but also the single most important scientific truth as well.
"''tI've been talking about my experience, as well ,as meetingl
other people who study or-"have ~4-ergone near-tdeath.:experi-d. ~
enees, for sCvera1 years' naw;; l.iaiowil

'tl
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love gets bandied around a lot in those circles. How many of us
can grasp what that truly means?
I know, of course, why the term comes up as much as it does.
~t's because many, many other people have seen and expentenced what I did. But like me, when these people come back to
l
,_..._Jthe earthly l~vel, they're_ s~ck with w~rds, and words alone, to
'~t:;. ~~convey expenences and mstghts that lie completely beyond the
power of words. It's like trying to write a novel with only half
the alphabet.
' The primary hurdle that most NDE subjects must jump is
. jnot how to reacclimate to the limitations of the earthly world": ..- jthough this can certainly be a challenge-but how to convey
~~'<7 lwhat the love they experienced out there actually feels like.
Deep down, we already know. Just as Dorothy in The Wizard
of Oz always had the capability to return home, we have the
ability to recover our connection with that idyllic realm. We just
forget that we do, because during the brain-based, physical portion of our existence, our brain blocks out, or veils, that larger
cosmic background, just as the sun's light blocks the stars from
view each morning. Imagine how limited our view of the universe would be if we never saw the star-spangled nighttime sky.
We can only see what our brain's filter allows through. The
~----\brain-in particular its left-side linguistic/logical part, that
_\
(which generates our sense of rationality and the feeling ofbeing
~.~ a sharply defined ego or self.-is a barrier to our higher knowledge and experience.
·
·
\L~t is my belief that we are now facing a crucial time in our
..... · · tence. We need to. recover more of that larger knowledge
mhik living here on earth, white pur ;brains (including its ~~"l. ,
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what I learned up there. But far, far too many people believe it~
does, because certain members of the scientific community, who ...
are pledged to the materialist worldview, have insisted again and
again that science and spirituality cannot coexist.
·
They are mistaken. Making this ancient but ultimately basic''\lt..
fact more widely known is why I have written this book, and itr-R
renders all the other aspects of my story-the mystery of how I i
contracted my illness, of how I managed to be conscious in an- j \
other dimension for the week of my coma, and how I somehowf_ ..tJ~
recovered so completely-entirely secondary.
The unconditional love and acceptance that I experienced ont
my journey is the single most important discovery I have evert-~
made, or will ever make, and as hard as I know it's going to be\.
to unpack the other lessons I learned while there, I also know inl
my heart that sharing this very basic message-one so simplj
that most children readily accept it-is the most important taskJ.._"'k._

!J-.
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The Closing

ach time I found myself stuck again in the coarse Earthworms-Eye View, I was able to remember the brilliant
Spinning Melody, which opened the portal back to the Gateway
~:and the Core. I spent great stretches of time--which paradoxically felt like no time at all-in the presence of my guardian
-angel on the butterfly's wing and an eternity learning lessons
.from the Creator and the Orb of light deep in the Core.
f At some point, I came up to the edge of the Gateway and
found that I could not reenter it. The Spinning Melody-up to
._ .then my ticket into those higher regions-would no longer take
-' ""'· me there. The gates of Heaven were closed.
Once again, describing what this felt like is challenging in
the extreme, thanks to the bottleneck of linear language that
we have to force everything through here on earth, and the
.-tgeneral flattening of experience that happens when we're in the
/ ibody. Think of every time you've ever experienced disappointment. There is a sense in which all the losses that we undergo
here on earth are in truth variations of one absolutely central .
'oss: the loss of Heaven. On the day that the doors of Heaven
':?;···:were closed to me, I felt a sense of sadness unlike any I'd ever
~known. Emotions are different up there. All the human emo'}.-f~ons are present, but they're deeper, more spacious-they're
'. bot just inside but outside as weij.lmagine that every time your
mood changed here on earth, the weather changed instantly

E

tltl!

IOJ

~'

along with it. That your tears would bring on a torrential downpour and your joy would make the clouds instantly disappear.
That gives a hint of how much more vast and consequential~
changes of mood feel like up there, how strangely and power-~~
fully what we think of as "inside" and "outside" don't really existi · 1
at all.
So it was that I, heartbroken, now sank into a world of ever-t •'
increasing sorrow, a gloom that was at the same time an actuat:~ ·"f..
sinking.
I moved down through great walls of clouds. There was murmuring all around me, but I couldn't understand the words. Then'%'
I realized that countless beings were surrounding me, kneeling· ·~ .,..
in arcs that spread into the distance. Looking back on it now, I
realize what these half-seen, half-sensed hierarchies of beings,
stretching out into the dark above and below, were doing.
.
They were praying for me.
r·~
Two of the faces I remembered later were those of Michael
Sullivan and his wife, Page. I recall seeing them in profile only,
but I clearly identified them after my return when language
came back. Michael had physically been in the ICU room leading prayers numerous times, but Page was never physically there
(although she had said prayers for me too).
These prayers gave me energy. That's probably why, pro-t.-\'\
foundly sad as I was, something in me felt a strange confidenc~~ ~ (b
that everything would be all right. These beings knew I was}-\-\undergoing a transition, and they were singing and praying to)
help me keep my spirits up. I was headed into the unknown,
but by that point I had complete faith and trust that I woul~~
be taken care of, as my companion on the butterfly wing and
the infinitely loving·: Deity had ·promised-that wherever
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~'I
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I_

went, Heaven would come with me. It would come in the form
of the Creator, of Om, and it would come in the form of the
angel-my angel-the Girl on the Butterfly Wing.
I was on the way back, but I was not alone-and I knew I'd
'-never feel alone again.
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The Rainbow
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hinking about it later, Phyllis said that the one thing she
remembered above all else about that week was the rain. A
cold, driving rain from low-hanging clouds that never let up and
never let the sun peek through. But then, that Sunday morning
as she pulled her car into the hospital parking lot, something
strange happened. Phyllis had just read a text message from onet
,
•, t·~
of the prayer groups in Boston saying, "Expect a miracle." As~ she pondered just how much of a miracle she should expect, she
helped Mom step out of their car, and they both commented
that the rain had stopped. To the east, the sun was shooting its
rays through a chink in the cloud cover, lighting up the lovely
ancient mountains to the west and the layer of cloud above as
well, giving the gray clouds a golden tinge.
Then, looking toward the distant peaks, opposite to where the•
mid-November sun was starting its ascent, there it was.
;, ,~ ...
r.
A perfect rainbow.
Sylvia drove to the hospital with Holley and Bond for a prearranged meeting with my main doctor, Scott Wade. Dr. Wade
was also a friend and a neighbor and had been wrestling ~thf
the worst decision that doctors dealing with life-threatening~
illnesses ever face. The longer I stayed in coma, the more likelyl
it became that I would spend the rest of my life. in. a "persistent
vegetative state." Given the high li.kdihood that ,!,_might_
. succumb to the tneningitid£ they,Jimplystoppe~tthe~,antjbi9t-l
l-
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Six Faces

f

A

s I descended, more faces bubbled out of the muck, just
:r-\.as they always did when I was moving down into the
·. ~- -:'Realm of the Earthworms-Eye View. But there was something
different about the faces this time. They were human now, not
animal.
And they were very clearly saying things.
Not that I could make out what they were saying. It was a
bit like the old Charlie Brown cartoons, when the adults speak
and all you hear are indecipherable sounds. Later, upon looking
back on it, I realized I could actually identify six of the faces that
y· --~~I saw. There was Sylvia, there was Holley, and her sister Peggy.
There was Scott Wade, and there was Susan Reintjes. Of these,
:the only one who was not actually physically present at my bed;side in those final hours was Susan. But in her way, she had, of
,course, been by my bedside, too, because that night, as the night
;before, she had sat down in her home in Chapd Hill and willed
!herself into my presence.
Later, learning about this, I was puzzled that my m?ther
Betty and my sisters, who had been there all week, holding my
hand lovingly for endless hours, were absent from this array of
faces I'd seen. Mom had been suffering from a stress fracture
in her foot, using a walker to ambulate, but she had faithfully
taken her turn in the vigil. Phyllis, Betsy, and Jean had all been
there. Then I learned that they had not been present that final
~ ~ghL. The .faces. I remCII}bered were ·,those ;whor :were.
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cally there the seventh morning of my coma, or the evening!
before.
Again, though, at the time, as I made the descent, I had no•
names or identities to attach to any of these faces. I only knew~..-44
or sensed, that they were important to me in some way.
,.
One more in particular drew me toward it with special power.
It began to tug at me. With a jolt that seemed to echo up and
down the whole vast well of clouds and praying angelic beings
through which I was descending, I suddenly realized that the'
beings of the Gateway and the Core-beings I had known and~
loved, seemingly, forever-were not the only beings I knew. '· ·· ·
I knew, and loved, beings down below me, too-down in the
realm I was fast approaching. Beings I had, until now, com-~-:.
pletely forgotten.
This knowledge focused on all six faces, but in particulart
on the sixth one. It was so familiar. I realized with a feeling on'
shock bordering on absolute fear that whoever it was, it was the 1
face of someone who needed me. Someone who would never re-t-.·
cover ifi left. If I abandoned it, the loss would be unbearable-~ ....
like the feeling I'd gotten when the gates to Heaven had closed~
It would be a betrayal I simply couldn't commit.
Up to that point, I. had been free. I had journeyed through
worlds in the way that adventurers most effectively can: without
any real concern about their fate. The outcome didn't ultimatdy
matter, because even when I was in the Core, there was neve~ ~
any worry or guilt about letting anyone down. That ha<l, o~
c~urse, bee~ one of the first things that I'd learned when I ~ t}
wtth the Gul on the Butte~y Wing and she'd told me: "There tsJ-1
nothing you can do that is wrong.• . · .
.
J3ut now it was different. So different that, for ~e first ..u..a...._...
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for myself, but for these faces-in particular for that sixth face.
A face that I still couldn't identify, but that I knew was crucially
important to me.
·~ This face took on ever greater detail, until at last I saw that
...~-it-that he-was actually pleading for me to return: to risk the
V< terrible descent into the world below to be with him again. I
· · still could not understand his words, but somehow they conveyed that I had a stake in this world below-that I had, as they
,say, "skin in the game."
It mattered that I returned. I had ties here-ties that I had to
honor. The clearer the face became, the more I realized this. And
the closer I came to recognizing the face.
~~· ~ 'f'J ~· The face of a young boy.
----·

....

:tJ.

Final Night, First Morning

efore sitting down with Dr. Wade, Holley told Bond to
wait outside the .door because she hadn't wanted him to
hear what she feared was very bad news. But sensing this, Bond
had lingered outside the door and caught some of Dr. Wade's
words. Enough of them to understand ~e real situation. To understand that his father was not, in fact, coming back. Ever.
Bond ran into the room and up to my bed. Sobbing, he kissedf
my forehead and rubbed my shoulders. Then he pulled up my··
eyelids and said, directly into my empty, unfocused eyes, "Yoll're . ~
going to be okay, Daddy. You're going to be okay." He kept on\./o;
repeating it, again and again, believing, in his child's way, that if.
he said it enough times, surely he would make it true.
Meanwhile, in a room down the hall, Holley stared into
space, absorbing Dr. Wade's words as best she could.
Finally, she said, "I guess that means I should call Eben at
college and have him come back."
Dr. Wade didn't deliberate on the question.
"Yes, I think that would be the right thing to do."
Holley walked over to the conference room's large picture
window, which looked out on the storm-soaked but brightening
Virginia mountains, took out her cell phone, and dialed Eben's

B

number.
As she did so, Sylvia stood up from her chair.
"Holley, wait a minute," she said. "Let me just go in there one
tn9~

tim
... e~,"

